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Big Bass Bonanza is a themed game, released by Pragmatic Play in 2014, incorporating many

colourful fish symbols and fishermen, with corals and sea strands tempting to reach the surface.

Pragmatic Play are considered one of the major players in producing online gaming slots.

The game scene is in the ocean, and the game's primary colour is a deep, sometimes murky

aquatic blue. The five reels are colourful and bright picturesque card symbols A, K, Q, J, and the

number 10, backed up with fish and fisherman symbols. Big Bass Bonanza has an excellent free

spins round that can initiate multiple times and is a game with medium volatility play.

If you're interested in finding out more about the Best Big Bonanza bonuses, keep reading!
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Best Sites Offering Free Spins on Big Bass Bonanza

 PlayLuck Casino 

Playluck casino is a well-established experienced platform by Aspire Global International, a name

that is revered in the online world of gaming. Established in 2020, it boasts an impressive 1000+

options. Thanks to the ingenuity of the production team; varied themes, great classics, and original

styles make this platform one of the go-to online destinations for players looking for new casino

games.

The casino offers a variety of payment and withdrawal methods which are safe, secure, and

validated by the UK Gambling Commission. PlayLuck Casino offers players a fantastic first-time

welcome package, including free spins on Big Bass Bonanza and a feature bonus. Additionally,

PlayLuck Casino will offer regular free casino bets that update every month and free slot

tournaments monthly for real cash prizes.

 888 Casino 

888 Casino is a very accomplished and experienced online gaming platform; with over twenty-five

years of experience. With a huge twenty-five million people going through its doors since their

launch.

888 Casino is always looking at different avenues to modify and constantly improve players' and

gamers' needs, including regular generous bonuses and promotions. 888 Casino is an award-

winning site with fantastic graphics and themes. 888 Casino is a mobile-friendly site with a

dedicated app for Android and iOS platforms, meaning players can access games whenever or

wherever they like.

 Mr Green Casino 

Mr Green Casino is a well-established casino that has been operating since 2008; this modern

platform is easy to navigate, and the site offers some good live-betting sporting events such as
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tennis and football. Casino games can be played, such as slots, Starburst, Gonzo’s Quest, and

Rainbow Riches. The site boasts some other characteristics and qualities that an experienced

gaming site should have. If you're looking for a solid, reliable site and exciting live betting

opportunities, then Mr Green could be the site for you.

Mr Green offers some very good sign-up bonuses and promotions, and regular players can register

for other tempting promotions. If you enjoy playing on your mobile, you can use Mr Green Casino’s

app, which is available to download for Android and IOS. Using the app will bring that gaming

experience more readily and easier on your mobile.

 Playzee

This site was established in 2018, so compared to other sites, Playzee is relatively new. Despite this,

it boasts approximately 2,000 games to enjoy, including, hundreds of different slot games, dozens

of table games, roulette, video poker, baccarat and live dealer games. The game changer for

Playzee lovers is the 24/7 customer service and the FAQ forum, which is a huge asset for first-time

players and customers; what is there not to like and recommend?

The casino offers a variety of deposit and withdrawal methods which are safe and secure, along

with a user-friendly app, compatible with both Android and iOS. So, overall, Playzee is a fantastic

beginner-friendly casino that has some great promos on offer!

 Slotnite

Slotnite, launched in 2019, is a real online casino powerhouse that is a fan-favourite. This is due to

its formidable collection of casino games from major developers. Gamers can check out over

1,500 online games. Their goal is to become the most entertaining operators in the market.

Slotnite offers more than 1,500 online casino games on the site, which are powered by more than

80 developers, meaning the graphics and sound effects are superior to some other casinos!

Another thing that sets Slotnite apart from the others is their customer care and service

representatives are available 24/7, which is fantastic for first-time players and customers.

 MrQ Casino 

MrQ Casino is an official online casino established back in 2018, the casino boasts many online

slots and bingo games. Their website is modernised and regularly updated for their customers and

gamers. Though mainly a bingo casino, it also offers a variant of online slots. Like all our

recommended Big Bass Bonanza free spins casino sites, MrQ casino has fantastic graphics and

colourful themes. MrQ Casino is fully mobile-compatible; players who prefer to play on the go

can use their smartphones and tablet devices.

The casino has a very friendly approach towards its customers and online gaming, they are always

advised to contact the support team with any queries. A support team are on standby at set hours.
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Additionally, there is an FAQ section. A third party frequently tests games for fairness and security

on MrQ’s Casino sites, so players can rest assured that they are playing at a reputable casino site.

 

How to Claim Big Bass Bonanza Free Spins?

 

Whilst playing Big Bass Bonanza, you can score a big win on the online video slot game. Fish

symbols can land on the reels to allow you to secure some nice rewards, including Big Bass

Bonanza Free Spins.

Additionally, you can initiate the re-triggering Free Spins Bonus, where multipliers of up to ten

times your bet are available.

The minimum requirement for obtaining a free spins bonus at Big Bass Bonanza is that the scatter

symbols must be displayed in the window. You will be rewarded with more spins if you initiate this

bonus with additional Scatter symbols.

 

During the play of the Free Spins Bonus, if a wild appears, it initiates values from all Money

Symbols shown on screen to be rewarded. The gamer should re-trigger this bonus on every fourth

wild. Wild symbols that appear; an extra ten Free Spins will be granted.

Whenever you re-trigger this bonus round, it will increase the value of the money symbol

multiplier.

First, re-trigger; the value of the multiplier will be two times.

Second re-trigger, the value of the multiplier will be three times.

Third, re-trigger, and the value of the multiplier will be a whopping ten times.

Scatter Symbols Landed Free Spins

3 10

4 15

5 20



You can't re-trigger the Free Spins Bonus more than three times.

Fish Money Symbols may be randomly added after a free spin if there is only one Wild symbol in

the window.

In the Free Spins Bonus, the highest possible win is 2,100 times your bet. Should you be fortuitous

enough, the bonus ends instantly, and any free spins you have left will be lost.

 

Big Bass Bonanza Free Demo

Play Big Bass Bonanza demo, this exciting 5x3 online video slot with ten paylines where the

fisherman is the only one that can collect or bring more fish symbols on the screen. Once the

player feels connected with the Big Bass Bonanza free demo, you may want to play the real deal

for your hard-earned coin.

Big Bass Bonanza has great sound effects, startling colors, and graphics for the player to enjoy.

If you decide to sign up for our magnificent deals, you will benefit from Big Bass Bonanza’s free

spins, other benefits include Big Bass Bonanza's free spins with no deposit for first-time players.

Experience the real thrill of playing and sampling free spins, re-triggering free spins, and seeing the

multiplier increase up to 10 times or activate the Dynamite feature, which transforms random

symbols into fish symbols.

 

How to Play Big Bass Bonanza

Big Bass Bonanza is available on several casino platforms, and most reputable online casinos will

offer Big Bass Bonanza as one of their top games. Play on mobile, Android, IOS, desktop or tablet

using the latest HTML5 technology.

Details and RTP

Big Bass Bonanza can be played from as little as 10p per spin up to £250, which suits a whole

range of budgets and has ten fixed paylines featuring throughout the game.

The RTP is 96.7% which is very high for an online slot. The game is also in the high range when it

comes to volatility. On a scale of 1-5, it would be put at a variance of 4.

How to Play

Follow the simple steps below to play Big Bass Bonanza:

Sign up/register with an online casino offering Pragmatic Play Slots



You will need to confirm your account via email and verify your age

Start playing on the Big Bass Bonanza slot by depositing your stake and spinning the

wheel

Any winnings can be used as funds or spins to play the game for free

Levels and Values

There are many symbols in Big Bass Bonanza, including card numbers ranging from 10, J, Q, K, and

A. The card numbers pay a maximum of 10 times your bet. While selecting other symbols, for

example, the fish pays 20 times your bet, while the treasure box and Dragonfly pay up to 50 times

your bet.

Fish treasure box, Dragonfly, Fishing Gear, Fisherman, Floating Dart, and Green fish are the major

symbols to look out for. The highest paying symbols are the fishing gear which pays 100 times your

bet, and the dart, which pays up to 200 times your bet amount.

The fisherman is the wild symbol that substitutes other symbols, whilst the fish on the hook is the

scatter. Gamers/Players liked the free spins feature as it kept triggering wilds as they played. The

excitement for players is when the wilds triggered more multipliers and features; this added to the

experience and fun element for the gamers. Unfortunately, however, it took an age to collect the

wilds.

Symbols

The game's reels feature (1) TROPES. It means they offer everything associated with fishing, in the

levels and values section mentioned above.

Other features can be initiated during gameplay to keep players engaged. These include a Superb

bonus round. Extra free spins can be won, and increasing multipliers are on offer.

 

Big Bass Bonanza on Mobile

Like all online video games like slots, casinos, and bingo, it is important to understand that the

latest technology is invaluable for these exciting online video games to get the attention they

deserve. For example, a fully mobile version of the game must be important for these modern

video slots.

Because technology is forever striving and advancing at an incredible rate, you must admire how

Pragmatic Play has worked extremely hard to provide a quick mobile version of Big Bass Bonanza.



Furthermore, using HTML5 technology means that functionalities and compatibilities are optimal

across various platforms and devices. In essence, players/gamers alike can enjoy this element,

especially when they play on the move and enjoy the game in whatever dynamic or situation. The

Big Bass Casino video slot has a super well functioned designed mobile version of the game.

 

Other Big Bass Bonanza Slots

Big Bass Bonanza is a fantastic modern video slot; with great visuals and sound effects, it appeals

to most. However, the base game is a waiting room for the bonus round; it still has much to offer.

Other variants of Big Bass Bonanza games/slots are regular in online casinos; all offer tremendous

RTPs with big rewards and bonuses.

Check out some recommended games:

Big Bass Bonanza Megaways Slot.

Bigger Bass Blizzard Slot.

Big Bass Splash Slot.

Bigger Bass Bonanza.
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

Is it easy to get free spins on Big Bass Bonanza?

Free spins are available by landing three scatters on the reels; ten free spins will be a benefit. Four

scatters give 15 free spins. 5 scatters give 20 free spins.

How do you play the Big Bass Bonanza slot game?

Look for good online casinos providing Pragmatic Play slots, and click on the link for any Big Bass

Bonanza game. Players must register their email and be 18 years or older to play.
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What is the Return to Player (RTP) Percentage on Big Bass Bonanza?

The RTP is 96.7% which is very high for an online slot. The game is also in the high range when it

comes to volatility. On a scale of 1-5, the variance can be put at a 4.

 

Conclusion

Big Bass Bonanza launched over a decade ago; it remains popular among experienced players

and novices alike. Big Bass Bonanza is a fun and excitable slot, although it still brings great fun

and enjoyment during the play.

Big Bass Bonanza is a fantastic game with many bonus features, random multipliers, and winning

permutations; it creates exciting gameplay, and if lady luck sides in your favour, you can trigger

the free spins feature and be rewarded with big cash payouts. Big Bass Bonanza offers you some

decent payouts and 200 times your stake.

Pragmatic Play has considerably dampened the Variance compared to some of their latest

releases, with Big Bass Bonanza hanging around at 4 out 5 on their volatility scale. This still means,

however, that it is a high volatility slot. It ’s important to note that gameplay will likely favour

infrequent large payouts over smaller, consistent wins.

The graphics and sound effects are beautifully designed and eye-catching with all Pragmatic Play

online slots. Thou a fishing theme, the creativity, and ingenuity make it a very enticing and

compelling slot to play.

The RTP of 96.7% is well above the industry average, so the player will see decent returns when

playing over a long period.
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